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Milestones achieved since start of the project

1. Increased number **PPCI procedures** from 15 to 41%

2. Increased number National of **PPCI centers** from 2 to 4

3. Introducing **24/7 mode** of working
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What were main challenges? And major successes?

1. Lack of well **trained stuff** in PCI units
2. Lack of **nights and weekend shifts** for PCI emergency teams
3. **Patient delays** in recognizing MI symptoms and **transport delay** do to the bad conditions

1. Almost triple increase of PPCI procedures
2. Introducing new hospitals in PPCI program
3. Decrease hospital mortality MI patients less than 5%
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Programs with less than 3 years: objectives for the next 3 years

1. 41% STEMI treated by PPCI
2. 340/mil STEMI pts treated by PPCI
3. Expanding program on more than 50% country
4. Education of patients to earlier come to PPCI centers
5. Partially developing of transportation network
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What is left to be completed for the objectives to be fully reached?

1. Expand program to whole country

2. Establish Regional PPCI network

3. Introduce STEMI/PCI registry
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Objectives for the next 3 years

1. Further developing **SSL structure**
2. Establish National **Fund** for MI treatment in Bosnia and Herzegovina
3. Fully developing of **Regional PPCI network**
4. **Public campaign**- raising awareness of MI symptoms
5. CME **education** for GPs and PCI stuff
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What are the next key activities for the next 6 months?

Reinforce activities to fully develop SFL structure in country
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Champion comments considered relevant:

Bosnia is specific, divided country, politically inefficient and economically undeveloped, still not supporting unique projects like SSL is.